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内容の要旨 (Abstract)
The consヒant increase of 工n亡erne亡 services as well as the rapid improvemenセ and
supporセ from sofセware and hardware devices have allowed users ヒo easily access
many types of 工nternet services such as news, emai1 services, social
networking, and even enヒertainmenセ wiヒh audio and video anywhere and anytime.
As a result, huge information exchanged among users has genera亡ed a large
quantity of セraffic on セhe 工nternet. While 亡he network resource is limiヒed,
users always expecセ セhe beセセer level of satisfacセion. This poses ヒhe challenges
of neセwork resource allocaセion for noセ only neセwork providers but also network
planning and system design.
There is no doub亡 thaヒ the 工nterneセ and its services are becoming an impor亡ant
role in people life. However セhere are セwo difficulセ problems for network
providers in allocating and disセributing セhe inセerneセ bandwidヒh resource: how
セo allocate reasonably the limiセed neヒwork resource セO users and sヒill
guaranセee セhe perceived quality of users. 工noセher words, 亡he fairness in
allocation and users sa亡isfaction is 亡he most imporセant consideration in
solving the resource distribution problem. The problem has moセivaセed intensive
research in セhe past few years to find the ways to balance the fairness in
allocation among users while keeping a reasonable neヒwork performance.
To address 亡he above problems, in ヒhe disserセaセion 工 propose novel approach for
bandwidth resource allocation schemes based on the quality of experience(QoE)
for web-based serv土ces. Web-based services, one o〔 亡he 亡ypica1 工nセernet
services, which are widely used by Inセerneセ users, have been growing wi亡ha
tremendous speed in ヒhe recent years. From セhe viewpoinヒ of users, セhe proposed
approach clearly shows セhe level of users satisfaction and セhe objecセive
informaヒion, i.e., neセwork meセrics. 工n particular, ヒhis disserセaセion includes
セhe following main poinヒs.
Firsセ, エ proposed a bandwidヒh resource allocaセion scheme, which 土s based on セhe
fair QoE viewpoinセ セo allocate the bandwidth セo users. This scheme is based on
セhe facセ セhat users can experience セhe same satisfacヒion level even in the
differenセ network resource environment. エセ is caused by the effecセ o〔
subjecセive facセors such as users1 situation, demands, or degree of relaxation.
The main point of 亡he proposed scheme is セhe applicability to mu1ti-user types
in real systems. 工n the disserセation, 工 analyzed ヒhe proposed method in case of
セwo セhree four and generalized user siヒuaヒions. The numerical resulセs show
thaセ セhe proposed me亡hod successfully allocaセes a fair QoE 亡o users and
improves the QoE for dissaセisfied users.
Secondly, I proposed a hybrid allocaセion method for セhree user types. The
proposed meセhod is based on the meセhodology セhaヒ bandwidth consumpセion can be
negoセiated among users. 工亡 means 亡hat the proposed meヒhod tries セo keep a
similar level of users1 satisfacヒion under the bandwidth limitation.The aim of
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his method is セo find a セrade-off soluセion for セhe bandwidセh a11ocaセi・

?issues. The numerical results show セhaセ セhe proposed bandwidth a11ocati
ffieヒhod can improve the QoE for some user groups and remain a su土セable averagi
?QoE for a11 users. 工n addition, セhe method also proposes a bandwidth セhreshol
for users. By using the bandwidセh セhreshold, it enables セo realize the proposel
ethod in real sysヒem.

ina11y, 工 proposed a theory of the participatory service thaセ 土s a soluセion セ○1
=ealize the proposed bandwidth a11ocaセion schemes. Since user classificaセio'
seems セo be the mosセ difficult to realize for the proposal, i.e., how t1

?deヒermine or classify users1 behavior and charac亡eristics. To treaセ this issue,
?工 consider a parヒicipaセory serv土ce in bandwidセh a11ocation. The participato:
service is used セo connecセ users1 requirements wiセh the allocaセion policy. Thl

meセhodology of ヒhe participatory service is 亡ha亡 bandwidセh usage or consumptio:

?is negoセiable between neセwork providers and users. Some users can share or givi
?セheir bandwidヒh resources to others aセ this セime, and nexセ セime, when 七hey wanヒ?
?to use more bandwidth resources, ヒhey can ask to receive bandwidセh from others.

jIt is expected thaセ this service wi11 bring セhe benefit for both networ'.
rovidersand users.

